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Abstract. There are many domains in which a multi-agent system needs to max-
imize a “system utility” function which rates the performance of the entire system,
while subject to communication restrictions among the agents. Such communica-
tion restrictions make it difficult for agents that take actions to optimize their
own “private” utilities to also help optimize the system utility. In this article we
show how previously introduced utilities that promote coordination among agents
can be modified to be effective in domains with communication restrictions. The
modified utilities provide performance improvements of up to 75% over previously
used utilities in congestion games (i.e., games where the system utility depends solely
on the number of agents choosing a particular action). In addition, we show that in
the presence of severe communication restrictions, team formation for the purpose
of information sharing among agents leads to an additional 25% improvement in
system utility. Finally, we show that agents’ private utilities and team sizes can be
manipulated to form the best compromise between how “aligned” an agent’s utility
is with the system utility and how easily an agent can learn that utility.

1. Introduction

Many methods exist for coordinating the actions of autonomous agents
in a large multi-agent system when those agents can fully communicate
with one another [7, 11, 21, 27, 33, 37]. One particular solution to that
problem is given within the framework of “collectives” defined as large
multi-agent systems where there is a well-defined “system utility” func-
tion which rates the possible dynamic histories of the collection, and
where each agent is only concerned with maximizing its own “private
utility” function [37]. However, many problems impose communication
restrictions among the agents, rendering the coordination problem more
difficult [6]. Examples of these problems, include controlling collections
of rovers, constellations of satellites and packet routers, where an agent
may only be able to directly communicate with a small number of
other agents. In addition, even if there are other indirect ways to share
information, they may be costly and an agent may be unwilling to
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share, if doing so would hurt its private utility. In all of these problems,
the system designer faces the following difficult task:

− ensuring that, as far as the provided system utility function is
concerned, the agents do not work at cross-purposes (i.e., making
sure that the private utilities of the agents and the system utility
are “aligned”).

− ensuring that, agents are capable of achieving high values of their
private utilities, (i.e. making sure an agent’s actions have enough
impact on its own private utility so that the utility is “learnable”
and that it can effectively maximize it).

− ensuring that agents can compute their private utilities when they
do not have access to a broad communication network providing
them with access to global information.

These issues are at odds with each other and in fact in many cases it will
be impossible for agents to achieve high values of a private utility which
is “aligned” with the system utility.1 In addition even if the system
utility, computed with global information, can be broadcast to all the
agents, agents may not be able to effectively use this information to se-
lect actions that will be useful to them and to the overall system. In fact
many methods of incorporating local information into the system utility
can lead to reduced performance as communication increases (Figure
1). This example shows the performance of a system (described in detail
in Section 3) with respect to the amount of communication available
to the agents. Note that increasing the amount of information to which
the agents have access can have deleterious effects on the performance
of the system. We will discuss the reasons for this apparent paradox
and show how problems associated with communication restrictions can
be overcome by modifying the agents’ utility functions and/or forming
teams of agents that pool information.

Furthermore, issues related to communication restrictions can also
be addressed by agents aggregating into teams sharing a utility func-
tion. Many types of team formation have been shown to be effective
in different domains [24, 26]. In our domain utility sharing encourages
team members to pool their information together, effectively reducing
the impact of the communication restrictions. As the size of a team
grows, the amount of information to which an agent has access also
grows. However, even if large teams have access to more information,

1 By “aligned” we mean that actions that improve the agents private utility will
also improve the system utility. We will formalize this concept in Section 2.
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Figure 1. Performance vs. Communication Level when System Utility is Combined
with Partial Information. When the system utility is known, adding additional in-
formation about the system can actually hurt performance. Using standard methods
more than 60% of system information has to be revealed before improvements can
be made on the system utility. With better designed utilities presented later in this
paper, even small amounts partial information can be used to increase performance.

the agents now face the problem of determining the contribution of
their actions to the utility.

We will explore these issues of team formation and communication
restrictions through the collectives framework. This framework focuses
on how to create agent-specific private utilities that are easy for the
agents to learn, yet remain aligned with the overall system utility.
The collectives framework has been successfully applied to multiple
domains including packet routing over a data network [38], congestion
games [39], and the coordination of multi-rovers in learning sequences of
actions [33, 1]. However, unlike what will be presented in this paper, in
all of these other works, agents were not hampered with communication
restrictions.

In this paper we show how moderate communication restrictions
can be overcome by modifying the agents’ utilities. Then we show
that team formation can be used when there are severe communication
restrictions, and we explore the tradeoff between team size and commu-
nication restrictions. In Section 2, we provide background on collectives
and present four private utility functions for agents facing communi-
cation restrictions. In Section 3, we describe the problem domain and
present the collective-based solution to this problem. In Section 4, we
present the simulation results. In Section 5 we summarize related work
in agent communications, team formation and coordination.
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2. Design of Agent Utilities

One can look at utility design for large systems in a similar way one
would look at creating employee incentives in a human company. In a
company, the board’s objective is to maximize a system utility which
represents the “bottom line” of the company. The problem faced by the
board is to create incentives for each of the employees such that when
the employees maximize their incentives, the company’s system utility
is maximized. For example, the board might choose to give employees
a compensation package that contains incentives tied to the company’s
stock price (e.g., stock options). The net effect of this action is to align
the utility of the employee with the utility of the company, which en-
suress that what is good for the employee is also good for the company.
In addition to being aligned with the system utility of the company it
would be beneficial if the relation between an employees actions and
the value of the employees readily discernable by the employee. If this
relationship is easy to learn by the employees, then they would be able
to learn to take the correct actions to maximize their compensation.

When the incentive package of an employee is both aligned with the
company’s utility and has high “learnability”, then employees will both
have the incentive to help the company and be able to determine how
best to do so. Note that in practice, providing stock options is more
effective in small companies than in large ones. This makes perfect
sense from this perspective since such an incentive package has higher
learnability (e.g., is easier for an employee to learn) in small companies
than in large companies.

Designing proper private utilities for agents in a multi-agent system
parallels the goal of the board in setting the incentive of all the em-
ployees: ensure that each agent (employee) has the correct incentive
to take actions that will benefit the multi-agent system (company).
In this section, we first summarize the formalization of the concepts
of factoredness and learnability which are essential in deriving good
private utilities for the agents [37]. We then present a class of private
utilities satisfying those two properties and discuss four variants (based
on different trade-offs of learnability vs. degree of factoredness) applica-
ble to domains with communication restrictions (Section 2.3). Finally,
we present how forming teams of agents that pool their inforamation
can further improve system performance (Section 2.4).

2.1. Background

Let z characterize the joint move of all agents in the system. In this
formulation, z specifies the full system state. The system utility, G(z),
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is a function of the full system state. The multi-agent system design
problem is to find the z (e.g.,joint action) that maximizes G(z).

In addition to G, for each agent i, there is a private utility func-
tion gi. The agents act to improve their individual private functions,
even though, we, as system designers are only concerned with the value
of the system utility G. To specify all agents other than i, we use the
notation −i. Also to specify the part of the system state controlled by
agent i and agents −i, we use the notation zi and z−i respectively. Note
that throughout this paper we “zero pad” all of our vectors so that z,
zi and z−i have the same length and z = zi + z−i.

There are two properties that are crucial to producing systems in
which agents acting to optimize their own private utilities will also
optimize the provided system utility. The first of these deals with
the concept of “aligning” the private utilities of the agents with the
system utility. Formally this first property, the degree of factoredness
between agent i, utility gi and the system utility, G, is given by:

Fgi =
∑

z

∑
z′ u[(gi(z)− gi(z′)) (G(z)−G(z′))]∑

z

∑
z′ 1

(1)

for all z′ such that z−i = z′−i and where u[x] is the unit step function,
equal to 1 if x > 0, and zero otherwise.

Intuitively, the higher the degree of factoredness between two util-
ities, the more likely it is that a change of state will have the same
impact on the two utilities (e.g., make both of them go up). For ex-
ample, when a company offers stock options, the factoredness of an
employee’s incentives increases because what help the company, helps
the employee. A system is fully factored when Fgi = 1. In paradigms
where we only care about whether the system is fully factored or not,
the property, Fgi = 1, can be defined more simply as:

gη(z) ≥ gη(z′) ⇔ G(z) ≥ G(z′) ∀z, z′ s.t. z η̂ = z′η̂ .

In fully factored system for all pairs of states z and z′ that differ only
for agent η, a change in η’s state that increases its private utility cannot
decrease the system utility.

Any system in which all the private utility functions equal G is fully
factored [11]. However such systems often suffer from low signal-to-
noise, a problem that get progressively worse as the size of the system
grows. This is because for large systems where G sensitively depends
on all components of the system, each agent may experience difficulty
discerning the effects of its actions on G. As a consequence, each i
may have difficulty achieving high gi. This signal-to-noise effect, called
learnability is the second property that is crucial in the designing
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of the agents’ private utility functions. Formally we can quantify the
learnability of utility gi, for agent i at z:

 Li,gi(z) =
Ez′i

[|gi(z)− gi(z−i + z′i)|]
Ez′−i

[|gi(z)− gi(z′−i + zi)|]
(2)

where E[·] is the expectation operator, z′i’s are alternative actions of
agent i at z, and z′−i’s are alternative joint actions of all agents other
than i. So at a given state z, the higher the learnability, the more gi(z)
depends on the move of agent i, i.e., the better the associated signal-
to-noise ratio for agent i. Intuitively then, higher learnability means it
is easier for agent i to achieve a large values of its utility. Note that
learnability here is a measure of the relative influence of agents. It is a
function of the utility and is independent of the learning algorithm the
agents may use.

2.2. Difference Utilities

For agents’ private utilities consider the difference evaluation func-
tions, which are of the form:

Di ≡ G(z)−G(z−i + ci) , (3)

where z−i contains all the variable not affected by agent i. All the
components of z that are affected by agent i are replaced with the
fixed constant ci. Such difference utilities are fully factored no matter
what the choice of ci, because the second term does not depend on agent
i’s actions [34, 37]. Furthermore, they usually have better learnability
than does a team game, because of the second term of D, which removes
a lot of the effect of other agents (i.e., noise) from agent i’s evaluation
function. In many situations it is possible to use a ci that is equivalent
to taking agent i out of the system. Intuitively this causes the second
term of the difference utility function to evaluate the fitness of the
system without i and therefore D measures the agent’s contribution to
the system utility. Note that the effectiveness of the difference utility
and of different values of ci depends on the problem domain.

Figure 2 illustrates the computation of the difference utility in a
simple system. As in that example, in many circumstances there is a
particular choice for c that is a “null” move for that agent, equivalent
to removing that agent from the system. For such a c, DU is closely
related to the economics technique of “endogenizing a player’s (agent’s)
externalities” [23]2.

2 Indeed, DU has conceptual similarities to Vickrey tolls [35] in economics. How-
ever, DU can be applied to arbitrary, time-extended utility functions, and need not
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z (z −i2 ,~0)
i1
i2
i3
i4


1 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 =⇒
i2 takes

“null” action


1 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0


Figure 2. This example illustrates the computation of the difference utility for agent
2, in a four-agent system. Each agent has three possible actions, and each such action
is represented by a three-dimensional unary vector. The first matrix represents the
joint state, z, of the system, where agent 1 has selected action 1, agent 2 has selected
action 3, agent 3 has selected action 1 and agent 4 has selected action 2. The second
matrix displays the virtual state where agent 2’s action is the “null” vector (i.e.,
replacing zi2 with ~0). The difference utility of agent 2 is the difference between
the system utility of the first state (z) and the system utility of the second state
(z −i2 ,~0).

2.3. Communication Restrictions

In general to compute a difference utility there may need to be enough
communication to infer the entire system state. For some specific classes
of utility such as the DU, this communication demand may be relaxed,
since many of the elements of the system state cancel out and may be
ignored. However in many real system problems there is not enough
communication between agents to compute even the less demanding
utilities. In these cases we must approximate the utility under the
constraints of the communication restrictions.

Mathematically, we represent an agent’s knowledge of the system
state as the union of the states directly observed by the agent and the
states that indirectly “observed” through communicating with other
agents. Because this union represents the states whose values are known
to that agent, we will refer to this union as ”observable” states for agent
i, eliminating the distinction between first-hand and second-hand state
knowledge. We can can decompose the system state z into a component
observable by agent i, zoi , and a component hidden from agent i, zhi

(we will denote the concatenated state z by z = zoi +zhi). In this paper
we will define the communication level for agent i as:

Bi =
∫
z Izj dj∫

z dj
, (4)

be restricted to the “null” clamping operator interpretable in terms of “externality
payments”. It also appears similar to Groves’ mechanism [18] in mechanism design.
However the effect of Groves’ mechanism is to create a system utility by subtracting
out the benefit an agent already received directly, not computing the counterfactual
impact of an agent on the system utility.
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where Izj is an indicator function return 1 when zj is observable. For
a problem with countable state elements, Bi reduces to the number of
observable elements in the state divided by the total number of elements
in the state. Note that B is always in the range [0.0, 1.0].

If the DU for agent i depends on any component of zhi then agent
i cannot compute it directly. Instead we introduce different approxi-
mations to the DU that vary in their balance between learnability and
factoredness. In the four utilities discussed below, the first two letters of
the utility represent how the two terms of the difference utility get their
information. “B” stands for “broadcast” meaning that the system util-
ity is broadcast to the system, “T” stands for “truncated” meaning that
the hidden values are ignored, and “E” stands for “estimated” meaning
that the hidden variable is estimated from the observed variables.

2.3.1. Broadcast/Truncated Utility (BTU)
The first private utility we present for systems with communication
restrictions is a variant of DU, where the subtraction in the second
term not only removes agent i’s contribution, but also the contribution
of all agents that i cannot observe zhi :

BTUi(z) = G(z)−G(z − zhi − zi) . (5)

Note that BTU (as well as BEU discussed below) assume that the true
system utility can be broadcast despite the communication restriction
(agents have access to G(z), but not to z). In many applications, this is a
reasonable assumption since the system utility can often be computed
once and broadcast throughout the environment [16]. More complex
forms of broadcasting are often used for distributed multi-agent sys-
tems [9], but in this paper we will assume a very simple global broadcast
of a single number. In many domains it is also reasonable to assume
system utility can even be obtained directly from the environment
without broadcasting [28].

Note that despite this “broader” subtraction, BTU is still fully
factored. This is because BTU is in the form of a difference utility
(Equation 3) which only requires that constant ci cannot depend on
the state of agent i. Here ci is −zhi , which is independent of the state
of agent i since it can always observe itself. Since an agent cannot
influence the second term of the BTU , the only way it can affect the
value of BTU is through the first term, which is the system utility.
However, while being fully factored, BTU may have much more noise
than a pure DU since much more is subtracted out in the second term.
Intuitively, only part of the noise, the part that was observable, has
been removed from i’s utility.
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As an example, consider a situation where agent i is an employee
in a large company. Proper DU would remove the impact of the other
employees from employee i’s private utility, since their general effect
would be present both in the first term G and the second term G(z −
zhi − zi). But if employee i can only communicate with a fraction of
the employees, all the employees with whom it cannot communicate
will also also be clamped in the second term. Then the subtraction will
not remove their effect from employee i’s utility. The influence those
employees have on i’s utility will be noise, and employee i will have a
harder time seeing the effect of its actions on its utility.

2.3.2. Truncated/Truncated Utility (TTU)
The second private utility is conceptually similar to BTU except that
both terms are computed under the communication restrictions:

TTUi(z) = G(z − zhi)−G(z − zhi − zi) . (6)

This utility is no longer fully factored with respect to the system utility,
because the first term in the difference utility is G(z − zhi) instead of
G(z). While not being fully factored with system utility, TTU can
have better learnability than BTU . This is because both terms are
computed using the same truncated state, and thus the systematic
error may be removed in the subtraction for certain types of system
utility functions [36].

Continuing with the company example, in this case the contribution
of employees that are hidden from i will not appear in either term of
TTU , since both terms are computed with the communication restric-
tion. Therefore this utility will have good learnability, since the noise
from the hidden employees will not clutter employee i’s utility. As long
as G(z − zhi) is sufficiently close to G(z), this utility will have a high
degree of factoredness and gains due to reduced noise will outweigh
the loss in factoredness. However, if the assumption that G(z − zhi) is
close to G(z) does not hold (e.g, some hidden employees are crucial
to the company’s profit) then TTU will not produce good system
performance. For example agents using TTU are likely to fail in a
congestion game, since the truncation will make the system seem less
congested, inducing agents to make different choices than they would
in a congested system.

2.3.3. Broadcast/Estimated Utility (BEU)
This utility is similar to BTU , except that instead of subtracting out
all the components of zhi , their values are estimated given the values
of zoi :

BEUi(z) = G(z)−G(zoi + E[zhi |zoi ]− zi) , (7)
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where E[·] is the expectation operator 3. As long as this estimate is
not influenced by the actions of i beyond zi, this utility is still fully
factored, since the first term of the difference equation is still G(i).
While both BTU and BEU are fully factored, BEU may have less
noise, depending on how good the estimate of zhi is.

As in the previous example, suppose that there are a large number
of employees that are hidden from employee i, but that employee i can
approximate their contribution to the company based on the employees
that it can observe. In this case the first term of BEU will contain all of
the employees’ contribution to G(z), but the second term will subtract
out the hidden employees’ inferred contribution. Even if effects of the
hidden elements cannot be perfectly estimated, a lot of noise can still
potentially be eliminated from the system. Note however that if the
estimate is particularly poor, noise can also be introduced into the
system.

2.3.4. Estimated/Estimated Utility (EEU)
This utility is similar to TTU , except that in both terms, the value of
zhi is estimated:

EEUi(z) = G(zoi + E[zhi |zoi ])−
G(zoi + E[zhi |zoi ]− zi). (8)

As was the case with TTU this utility is not fully factored with respect
to the system utility G. However, with a good estimate of zhi , the value
G(zoi + E[zhi |zoi ]) will be much closer to G(z) than G(z− zhi), so this
utility can be much higher degree of factoredness with respect to G(z)
than can TTU .

Following the example, EEU provides an advantage over TTU in
that even if there are hidden employees whose actions strongly impact
the company’s profits, if the actions of those employees can be pre-
dicted, then EEU will be close to being fully factored. This utility
retains the benefits of TTU (both terms computed the same way, lead-
ing to good learnability) while in general having higher factoredness
than TTU . Note that unlike with BEU , if the estimate of the hidden
components is not particularly good, in general, noise will not be added
to the system because both terms of the utility use the same estimate.
Instead, the quality of the estimate only affects how close this utility
is to being fully factored with respect to G(z). If there are enough
observable elements to make a good estimate we expect agents using
EEU to do well. However if there are so few observable elements that

3 While the expectation operator is used in this paper, any function of the
observable components could be used instead.
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a reasonable estimate is impossible, then agents maximizing EEU may
be lead to lower performance than having agents simply maximize G
directly.

2.4. Team Formation

As discussed above, communication restrictions can have serious neg-
ative effects on the utility functions of the agents. One way to remedy
this situation is to let agents form “teams” which “share” their knowl-
edge of the system state. More precisely the observable states for any
member of a team will be the union of all the observable states of the
individual team members. We use the notation zoT for the observable
system state for team, T . Note that team information sharing can
be viewed as another form of communication and we can define the
effective communication level of an agent in a team, T , as:

BeffT
=

∫
z Izj ,T dj∫

z dj
, (9)

where Izi,T is an indicator function return 1 when zi is observable from
team T . However we will always refer to it as information sharing to
differentiate from communication that happens between agents inde-
pendent of the formation of teams. In real systems, team information
sharing may have very different properties from general communication.
It may have different constraints, different costs and may be imposed
at different times in the creation of a system. There are also many
different ways to form teams, but in this paper we use a simple model
that contains similar properties to many other team models [8, 20, 27].
In this paper, a team is defined as an aggregation of agents where each
agent:

1. belongs to one and only one team;

2. receives the utility of the team; and

3. shares knowledge of the system state with its team members.

This definition of a team models many domains, where agents tend
to be clustered geographically in such a way where it is realistic for an
agent to be part of one fully communicating team, but not be part of
several teams. Also since each agent is part of a single team and all the
members of the team share a utility, anything an agent does to help
another agent in the team will also help itself. Therefore it is natural
to assume that if possible the agents will share information with each
other, whenever it is needed.
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3. Congestion Games

This paper tests the effectiveness of the proposed utilities and teams
formations on variants of Arthur’s bar problem [4]. This problem is cho-
sen since it can be analyzed theoretically yet relates to many important
congestion problems, including network routing and traffic manage-
ment. Loosely speaking, in this problem at each time step each player
i decides whether to attend a bar by predicting, based on its previous
experience, whether the bar will be too crowded to be “rewarding” at
that time, as quantified by a utility function G. The selfish nature of
the players frustrates the system goal of maximizing G. This is because
if most players think the attendance will be low (and therefore choose
to attend), the attendance will actually be high, and vice-versa.

3.1. Non-Binary Congestion Games

Here, we focus on the following more general variant of the bar problem
investigated in [39]: There are N players, each picking one out of m
bars every week. Each week, every player chooses a single bar. Then
the associated private utilities for each player are communicated to that
player, and the process is repeated. More formally, the global system
utility in any particular week is:

G(z) ≡
m∑

k=1

xk(z) exp(
−xk(z)

c
) , (10)

where xk(z) is the total attendance at bar k; zi is i’s move in that week;
and c is a real-valued parameter. In this problem when either too few
or too many players attend some bar in some week, the system utility
G is low.

Since we wish to concentrate on the effects of the utilities rather
than on the RL algorithms that use them, we use (very) simple RL
algorithms. We would expect that even marginally more sophisticated
RL algorithms would give better performance. In our algorithm each
player i has a m-dimensional vector giving its estimates of the utility
it would receive for choosing each possible bar. The decisions are made
using the vector, with an ε-greedy learner with ε set to 0.05. All of the
vectors are initially set to zero and there is a learning rate decay is
0.99.

3.2. Multi-Time-Step Congestion Games

To test the effects of communication restrictions and teams on a more
difficult domain we use a variant of the previous congestion game called
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the Time Extended Bar Problem (TEBP)(Figure 3). The TEBP is
similar to the Bar Problem, except that each week a player can only
choose to attend the same bar, or the bars next to the one he attended
the previous week. To make it an episodic task, every four weeks the
agents are reset to a random position, at which point they are given a
reward based on their last choice of bar to attend. This task forces the
agents to come up with a sequence of four actions that will maximize
their final utility at the end of four weeks.

Figure 3. Time Extended Bar Problem. Circles represent bars, figures represent
patrons attending a bar and arrows represent the transitions that patrons can take
from week to week. Each week a patron can choose to attend the same bar or the
bars next to the one he attended the previous week.

An agent learns in the TEBP using a Sarsa-learner. In every episode
its 3 first rewards are zero and the last reward depends on the final bar
attendance as computed in the single time step variant. The learner is
an ε-greedy learner with ε set to 0.05 and γ = 0.9. The learning rate
is set to 0.99v(s,a) where v(s, a) is a count of the number of times an
agent took action a in state s.

3.3. Communication Restrictions and Team Formation

We model communication restrictions in the bar problem by control-
ling how many other agents one agent can “talk” to. Without this
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communication the agent cannot know what the other agents have
done. Here the communication level B will represent the fraction of
all the agents to which an agent can talk. When B = 1.0 an agent
can talk to the all other agents, whereas when B = 0.0 an agent has
no communication, and thus is only aware of its own action. In the
Bar Problem, communication restrictions are reduced to how xk(z) is
computed. For truncated versions of the DU, (BTU and TTU), we use
xk(zoi) which returns how many of the observable patrons are going
on bar k (note since in BTU the first term is broadcast, the agent
does not need to compute it). For utilities using an estimate of the
state (BEU and EEU), xk(zoi) is scaled, and 1

B xk(zoi) represents the
estimate of how many patrons actually went on bar k. For example
when B = 0.25, we assume that xk(zoi) is really only accounting
for one quarter of the patrons, so we scale it by 1

0.25 = 4. Note this
is an extremely simple estimation procedure and does not take any
information an agent collects to modify how it forms this estimate.

Teams in the Bar Problem are modeled by creating disjoint groups of
agents of approximately equal size. Every member of the team receives
the same utility. In addition, we allow the members of a team to pool
together all the information known by the team members. This means
that each team member can get information about any agent that any
of the team members can talk to. Therefore for the attendance for bar
k that an agent i receives as a member of team k is: xk(zoT ) where zoT

contains all the patrons that can be observed by at least one member
of team T .

4. Results

We tested the performance of the four utilities, BTU , TTU , BEU and
EEU with varying levels of communication, with and without teams.
The test were conducted using the Bar Problem and Time Extended
Bar Problem with 100 agents and with c = 5. All of the trials were
conducted for 1000 episodes, and were run 25 times.

4.1. Communication Restrictions Without Teams

The first set of experiments were conducted without teams (team size =
1). Figure 4 shows the performance of the four utilities with different
levels of communication. When the communication level is high, the
utilities converge to DU so the resulting performance converges. When
communication is very low, the BTU and BEU have the best perfor-
mance because their first term G is not affected by the communication
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restriction. They essentially are reduced to using the system utility as
their individual utility, and give moderately good performance. Note
that the performance of BTU is worse at 50% communication than
at 5%. This counterintuitive result is explained by how the utility
is computed in the bar problem. With less communication, the total
number of agents that can be seen is small, and the contribution of
the second term is small. With 50% communication on the other hand,
the second term will be large enough to have an impact on the utility.
However, because both at 5% and 50% communication levels xk(zoi) is
significantly different than xk(z), neither provide a usable second term.
In fact, rather than subtracting out noise, the second term adds noise.
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Figure 4. Performance of four utility functions without teams for a range of com-
munication levels (including error bars). For moderate communication levels EEU
performs best. For very low communication BTU performs best since, it uses
information from system utility.

For most levels of communication restriction, the EEU performs
the best and performs up to 75% closer to optimal than utilities which
use the same information. Recall that EEU and TTU are not fully
factored, whereas BTU and BEU are. What helps EEU in this case is
that though it is not fully factored, as long as the estimate for G in the
first term is sufficiently close to G, it is close to being fully factored.
Furthermore, because both the first and second terms use the same
estimate for the state, the subtraction does remove noise, as intended.
The utility TTU performs worst of all since, even though there may
not be much noise in the utility, not only is it not fully factored with
respect to the system utility, but due to the truncation, it may have a
very low degree of factoredness.

Figure 5 gives a clearer view of the performances at a fixed level
of communication restriction (40% and 70%). EEU is clearly supe-
rior at 40% communication. At 70% communication TTU displays the
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Figure 5. Learning rates of four utility functions at 40% communication (left). EEU
learns far quicker, since it produces a much less noisy signal. Note that even though
TTU is highly learnable, it has a low degree of factoredness with respect to G, so
it has a flat learning curve. At 70% communication (right) TTU is closer to being
fully factored and can learn quickly, but still not fully factored, causing performance
to eventually go down.

problem with utilities that have low factoredness: the more the agents
learn the worse the system performance becomes. Because this system
is not fully factored (or in this case, not close to being fully factored)
the agents optimizing their private utilities do not optimize the system
utility. Ironically, because TTU has good learnability (i.e., the slope of
TTU shows no sign of flattening out at t = 1000) the agents learn to
do the wrong thing successfully. BTU and BEU on the other hand are
fully factored so G does not decrease. However, because of learnability
issues, after an initial period of improvement, the agents encounter
a difficult signal to noise problem and the system performance stops
improving.

4.2. Communication Restrictions with Teams

Even using the best utility, EEU , a high level of performance cannot
be achieved if the communication level is too low. However if agents
can form small teams where information sharing is allowed between
team members, good performance is possible even when communication
between teams is low. Figure 6 shows the tradeoffs between choices of
team size at different levels of communication. At most communication
levels, there is an optimal team size that lies between the extremes of
not having teams (team size = 1), and only having a single team (team
size = 100). The best team size is typically around 5 or 10 agents.
This optimum represents the best balance between having small team
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sizes which produce a more learnable utility and large team sizes which
allows for more information sharing.
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Figure 6. Performance with different team sizes and communication levels. Each
graph is for a different utility. From top-left, clockwise the utilities used are: BTU ,
TTU , EEU , BEU . The two utilities, BEU and EEU , that estimate hidden values
rather than ignoring them, perform much better than their conterparts, BTU and
TTU .

With the non-fully-factored utilities EEU and TTU this balance
comes from the tradeoff between factoredness and learnability. Even
though as team sizes get smaller, the utilities become more learnable,
they also become less factored since as information sharing goes down,
the first term in the difference equation diverges from G. For the fully
factored utilities BEU and BTU there is a tradeoff between two dif-
ferent ways noise comes into the system. When teams are large, more
components have to be clamped in the second term of the difference
equation allowing more noise from the first term to remain. When teams
are small, the lack of information sharing has a similar effect, in that
many of the components in the second term are clamped because their
values are unknown.

Figure 7 shows that even when having teams is possible, the choice
of utility is still critical. As in the case without teams, the EEU tends
to perform best under most team sizes. Even though it is not fully
factored, it has up to 25% higher performance than a gi = G system.
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Only with very small team sizes do the fully factored utilities perform
better. When team sizes are very large, there are no hidden agents, so
all the utilities converge to the same values. Due to the high learnability
of EEU , its superiority is even more pronounced when the agents do
not have much time to learn as shown in figure 7 (right).
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Figure 7. Performance of four utility functions at 10% communication. EEU per-
forms best for most team sizes under normal learning time (left).The signal to noise
advantages of EEU become more apparent when learning time is reduced to 1/8 of
original time (right).

4.3. Time Extended Results

To test the effectiveness of our methods on a more difficult problem,
we performed the same experiments on Time Extended Bar Problem.
This problem is harder since it is a Markov Decision Process, unlike
the conventional Bar Problem which is a single step problem. In this
problem agents have to find the best sequence of four actions instead
of just a single action. To maximize comparability between the two
problems, the time expended problems were tested identically to the
non-time extended problems, except that they were conducted over
4000 learning steps instead of 1000.4

Figure 8 shows that the time extended problem is significantly harder.
In trials with large team sizes, the agents were unable to learn at all
on this problem. This happens because when the teams were large, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the agents’ utilities went down since the utilities
contain the noise from all the other agents on a team. The signal-to-
noise problem is a bigger issue with the Time Extended Bar Problem
than with the original Bar Problem, since the noise is compounded in

4 both experiments were conducted for 1000 episodes, but the Time Extended
problem has four steps per episode.
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every time step. Even if an agent were able to take the correct action in
the last three time steps, it may perform poorly if a noisy utility caused
it not to take the correct action in the first time step. Also agents using
utilities BTU and BEU suffered at low communication levels because
the amount of noise in these utilities goes up as the communication level
goes down, since less of the noise from other agents gets subtracted out.
Figure 9 shows that at 5% communication, the only effective utility is
EEU . All the other utilities have very low performance, resulting in
actions that are not much better than random for most team sizes.
This situations contrasts to the the easier non-time-extended problem,
where many of the utilities would result in a reasonable performance,
especially with large team sizes.
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Figure 8. Performance with different team sizes and communication levels for Time
Extended Bar Problem. Each graph is for a different utility. From top-left, clockwise
the utilities used are: BTU , TTU , EEU , BEU . The two utilities, BEU and EEU ,
that estimate hidden values rather than ignoring them, perform much better than
their conterparts, BTU and TTU . Note that with large team sizes, agents can not
effectively learn in the time extended problem
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Figure 9. Performance of four utility functions at 5% communication. Superiority
of EEU is even more clear in the time extended problem.

5. Related Work

Issues related to agent communication and team formation have been
studied separately for many years from a variety of viewpoints. Litera-
ture closer to the focus of this paper, where teams are used to overcome
limited communication is less common and tends to come form sensor-
fusion research. In addition there is a large body of related work on
multi-agent systems and how to coordinate multiple agents.

5.1. Communication Among Agents

The study of communication among agents has taken on many forms.
Much work has been done low level communication issues such as agent
communication languages and physical implementation of communica-
tions [12, 13, 29]. Pynadath and Tambe have formalized many aspects of
agent communications [25], including observability and explicit commu-
nication. For multi-agent Markov decision processes, Xule et al. dealt
with the problem of partially hidden states of other agents [40]. In their
system communication of an agent state had a cost and they presented a
number of algorithms that traded off cost of communication versus the
expected gain from the knowledge obtained from the communication.
A number of researches have noted that often little communication is
needed to coordinate agents [5], and that in many cases local communi-
cation is sufficient [15, 28], though such conclusions necessarily depend
on the chosen domain.
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5.2. Teams

There has been extensive research on rule-based agent team formations.
Tambe has shown that coordination rules can be used successfully in
many fields including military engagement [31]. A common mechanism
to coordinate team agents is for teams to have “joint intentions” [10]
where team agents need to work for a common goal. Groz coins the term
“SharedPlan” [17] to refer to this concept. In this paper we borrow
from this concept by having team members share a common utility.
Even more related to this paper is work done in the field of sensor
fusion. Fox has shown that when the amount of information that a
robot receives is restricted, teams of robots, with different sensors, can
work together to solve the robot localization problem [14]. In addition
it has been shown that teams can share sensor information to estimate
unobservable parts of the system in robotic soccer domains [30].

Significant work has also been done on coalition formation in dis-
tributed systems for the purpose of increasing efficiency, where coali-
tions are formed dynamically as the system runs. In these domains one
significant problem is how to assign a value to an individual agent’s
contribution to a coalition. Ketchpel addresses problem through a local
auction mechanism [20]. Another issue with coalitions is that, while
larger coalitions may provide more benefit, they may entail substantial
costs. Sandholm and Lesser show properties of coalitions when com-
putational cost of being part of a coalition goes up as the coalition
gets bigger [27]. While in the previous examples agents are trying to
maximize coalition utility or system utility, in Brooks and Durfee agents
are self centered, but join congregations to try to increase their own
utilities [8]. In all these works, as in our work, it is assumed that an
agent only belongs to one coalition/team.

5.3. Agent Coordination

Learning agents in multi-agent systems must ensure that agents learn to
cooperate to optimize the overall system goal. Leveraging game theory
and reinforcement learning, Hu and Wellman accomplish this through
an algorithm where through Q-learning a pair of agents could reach a
Nash equilibrium in general sum games, even when the agents do not
know the reward function or state transition probabilities [19] . However
this algorithm was not designed to scale to a large number of agents. In
contrast, Mataric has shown that large groups of foraging robots can
be made to cooperate by constructing a set of utilities appropriate for
the domain [22].
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6. Discussion

In this work we focus on the problem of designing a collective with a
large number of autonomous agents in the presence of severe commu-
nication restrictions. This problem is particularly challenging in that
the following issues are all present at once:

− There are a large number of agents.

− Agents must learn solution.

− Greedy solutions are highly suboptimal.

− Agents can only observe small fraction of other agents.

In this problem we must promote agent coordination, even when agents
may not be able to communicate with one another. In such cases,
private utilities which rely on agents having access to a fully connected
communication network will break down. To address this issue, we pre-
sented four different utility functions that each make different tradeoffs
among what is available to an agent and how that information should
be used. We showed that one utility in particular, EEU , does far better
than all the others in almost all experiments. Agents using this utility
learn much faster and achieve better results on the traditional and time
extended variants of the Bar Problem. Furthermore agents using this
utility can perform well with far more restricted communication.

In addition, we showed that team formation improves the perfor-
mance of the system by as much as 25% on top of the 75% performance
increase achieved by using better utilities. This was due to the increased
information available to the members of a team, which alleviated the
communication restriction imposed on the agents. While increasing the
size of the team increased the information available, it also increased
the complexity of each teams problem. The improved performance il-
lustrated that a good balance point between these tradeoffs could be
found.

These results were all obtained on a (possibly time dependent) con-
gestion problem with one hundred agents. This problem is part of an
important class of problems, that cover a wide variety of domains in-
cluding network routing, traffic control, and multi-robot coordination.
Similar use of difference utilities have shown to work well on an even
wider variety of domains [1, 32, 33, 38]. In addition while scaling results
were not explicitly shown, the methods presented here performed well
with one hundred agents, and scaled well with different number of
teams. In other works we have shown similar methods to scale well,
from ten to four hundred agents [33, 3].
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This performance boost was achieved using a simple team model,
where team members which had a common utility always chose to
share information. Also for simplicity, there were no costs to share
information. In certain domains sharing costs may be significant, but
in many cases this cost will not effect the applicability of our utility
functions. For example if the sharing cost is solely a function of team
size, it will cancel out in the difference utilities. In these domains the
collective designer should include the cost of sharing in the system
utility and adjust the group size so as to maximize performance in the
specific domain.

Furthermore, in many problems agents can choose whether to share
information or not, and consequently incur a cost or not. Preliminary
results show that in such cases, agents have a difficult time in learning
to maximize their utility functions. This is due to the constant change
in how an agent perceives the system, which now depends on the shar-
ing choices of many other agents. This in effect creates a more noisy
learning environment. Our current research focuses on these issues and
on prodding the agents to share information in the absence of teams.

Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank David Wolpert
for helpful discussions.
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